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Abstract

We are developing a new 3D Monte Carlo transport code �IMPGYRO� for the analysis of the heavy impurities in
fusion edge plasmas. The code directory solves the 3D equations of motion for the test impurity ions to take into

account their gyro motion. Most of the important processes, such as the multi-step ionization process and Coulomb

scattering, etc., are also included in the model. The results for the prompt redeposition rate of tungsten ions agree well

with the analytic results. In addition, 2D density profiles for tungsten ions of each charge state in a simple slab geometry

have been calculated for given background plasma profiles typical of a detached plasma state. Although the code is now

still under development, these initial results show that the code has potential as a useful tool, not only for the analysis of

the prompt redeposition very close to the wall, but also for the analysis of more large scale impurity transport pro-

cesses.
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1. Introduction

In the modeling of impurity behavior, various phe-

nomena, such as (a) impurity generation by plasma–

surface interactions, (b) ionization of sputtered neutrals,

(c) impurity transport, (d) Coulomb scattering and (e)

multi-step ionization and recombination processes in the

plasmas, have to be included in the model. Various

kinds of simulation models have been developed up to

now [1–8] and they have been successfully applied both

to the understanding of the underlying physics and to

the design activities of fusion devices.

Under relatively high particle flux and low tempera-

ture conditions in the divertor region of future fusion

reactors, erosion problems will become serious for

plasma facing components made of low-Z material.

Under such conditions, high-Z materials, particularly

tungsten, are considered to be one of the favorable

candidates, mainly due to their low sputtering yield and

their high threshold sputtering energy. In addition, re-

cently, it has been pointed out that another favorable

aspect of �prompt redeposition� further reduces the net
erosion rate under high-density divertor operation

[9,10]. Because of short mean free path and large Lar-

mor radius, the probability of prompt local redeposition

within the first gyro motion after the ionization is high.

In order to analyze heavy metal impurities like

tungsten, their gyro motion becomes relatively impor-

tant and the effect has to be included in the model in

addition to the guiding center motion along the field

line. For this purpose, we are now developing a 3D

Monte Carlo impurity transport code. The code directly

solves the 3D equations of motion for impurity ions and

includes most of important phenomena listed above. In

the present article, we briefly summarize our simulation

model and its initial results are presented.
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2. Numerical model

2.1. Neutral transport

The code traces neutral impurity trajectories until

they are ionized or they reach the calculation boundary.

In the present study, tungsten impurity is analyzed. Only

the physical sputtering is considered in the analysis. The

ionization rate coefficient for tungsten is calculated from

Ref. [11]. The ionized point (the ionization length Lion) is
determined from

R Lion
0

ds=kðsÞ ¼ � ln n1 by a uniform

random number n1 (0 < n16 1). The calculation domain
is divided into small cells and background plasma pro-

files are specified to calculate the local mean free path

kðsÞ along the trajectory. A test flight is launched from a

given initial point according to an impurity source

profile with a given velocity. The neutral density in each

numerical cell is obtained from a path length estimator

method as described in Ref. [12].

2.2. Impurity ion transport

Most of the existing impurity transport codes use the

guiding center approximation. They solve only the equa-

tion of motion parallel to the magnetic field. The effect of

cross-field transport is taken into account by diffusion

approximationwith an anomalous diffusion coefficient. In

our code, the impurity ion trajectories are directly fol-

lowed by numerically solving the 3D equation of motion,

mI

dv

dt
¼ ZeðE þ v � BÞ þ ðCoulomb collisionÞ

þ ðmulti-step ionization processÞ; ð1Þ

where mI is the mass and Z is the charge number of

impurity ions, E and B are the electric field and the

magnetic field, respectively. The modeling including

Larmor motion is essential for the analysis of the

prompt redeposition of impurity ions.

To simulate the friction force by the background

plasma and also the energy relaxation process toward

the background plasma temperature, we have taken into

account the Coulomb collision by binary collision

method (BCM) [13]. The velocity of a background hy-

drogen ion involved in the binary collision with a test

impurity ion is sampled from a shifted Maxwellian ve-

locity distribution with a given local plasma temperature

Ti and with a given local flow velocity V f
k parallel to the

magnetic field. Scattering angles ðh;/Þ in the center of
mass system in a small time step Dt are randomly chosen
by the Monte Carlo Method. The angle h is given by
h ¼ 2 arctan n2 and a random number n2 is chosen

from the Gaussian distribution with the statistical

average hn2i ¼ 0 and the variance hn22i ¼ ðZ2e4ni lnK=
8pe20mru3ÞDt, respectively. Here, ni is the background ion
density, mr is the reduced mass, u is the relative velocity

between the impurity and the background plasma ion.

The angle / is given by / ¼ 2pn3 with a uniform ran-

dom number n3. The remaining notations are the con-
ventional ones. At present, parallel thermal forces by

electrons and ions are taken into account by a relatively

simple way as in Refs. [3,4]. The expression for the

parallel thermal force by the fluid model [1] is used and

azrkTe þ bzrkTi is simply added for each test particle.
The expressions for the coefficients, az and bz are given

in Ref. [1]. However, as pointed out recently in Ref. [5],

this approach tends to overestimate bz, especially, in the

cases where the relative velocity of test particles

(v � V f
k b, where b ¼ B=B) is of the order of the back-

ground ion thermal velocity. The modeling for the ki-

netic thermal force will be incorporated in the future.

Multi-step ionization and recombination processes of

impurity ions are taken into account in the code by

implicit Monte Carlo (IMC) method [14]. The transition

probability from the k0th charge state to the kth charge
state after a time step Dt can be calculated from the

system of rate equations for each charge state. The

ionization and recombination rate coefficients in the rate

equations are calculated for tungsten ions from the Ref.

[11]. The transition probabilities are tabulated for each

spatial cell with a given background electron tempera-

ture Te and density profiles ne prior to the numerical
integration of Eq. (1). During each time step of the time

integration, the transition of the impurity ion charge-

state is determined from a random uniform number n4
(0 < n46 1). If

Pk�1
i¼0 Pk0!iðDtÞ6 n4 <

Pk
i¼0 Pk0!iðDtÞ, the

charge number Z in Eq. (1) must be changed from Zk0 to

Zk . The density of impurity ions with each charge state

Zk in each numerical cell can be obtained in the same

manner as for the neutrals.

3. Initial results

For the purpose of the checking code, a relatively

simple geometric model was used in the present study

(Fig. 1). The prompt redeposition rate of sputtered

tungsten particles was calculated. The prompt redeposi-

tion rate r is defined by r ¼ Nredep=Ntotal where Ntotal is the
total number of sputtered particles and Nredep is the
number of particles redeposited onto the plate during

their first Larmor period after ionization. The critical

parameter p for the prompt redeposition is the ratio of
the mean free path kion to the Larmor radius qL, i.e.,
p ¼ kion=qL [9,10]. The prompt redeposition rate depends
strongly on the parameter p. If we assume that the an-
gular distribution of sputtered neutrals is a cosine dis-

tribution, the rate r can be obtained analytically [9,10];

r ¼ 1

2
1

2
4 þ sgnð1� pÞ 1

 
þ 4p2

ð1� p2Þ2

!�1=2
3
5: ð2Þ
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In order to compare our code results with those

calculated by this analytical expression, we first calcu-

lated a �simplified case�. The magnetic field was fixed to
be Bz ¼ 2T and By=Bz ¼ 0:05 throughout the following
calculation. On the other hand, in this simplified case,

Lion was varied to change the parameter p systematically
and the Lion was taken to be the same for all the neutrals
for each value of Lion. The neutrals were launched from a
point source at ðx; y; zÞ ¼ 0 and the total number of 104

test flights was used in the calculation. The numerical

results (open circles) are shown in Fig. 2 with the ana-

lytical results (solid line) obtained by Eq. (2).

In Fig. 2, we also show the numerical results (closed

symbol) based on the model described in Section 2.1,

i.e., the ionization length Lion was randomly chosen by
Monte Carlo method. The background electron plasma

profiles of ne and Te were assumed to be uniform. They
have been changed in the range of ne ¼ 1–5� 1019 m�3

and Te ¼ 5–50 eV to vary the parameter p. The re-

maining conditions were the same as above. The prompt

redeposition rates in this case (closed circles) become

larger in comparison with those of the simplified case,

especially for large p, since neutrals with short Lion can
contribute to the prompt deposition. In this case, we

switched off the multi-step ionization process and the

impurities were forced to be singly charged with Z ¼ 1.

If we take account of successive ionization, the prompt

redeposition rate is reduced as shown in Fig. 2 (closed

squares) particularly for small p. This is mainly due to a
smaller Larmor radius with Z ¼ 2 as pointed out in Ref.

[10]. The comparison of the trajectories with multi-step

ionization and without the multi-step ionization is

shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b) for the same value of p
(p ¼ 0:84). The reduction in orbit radius by ionization to
a higher charge state is clearly seen in Fig. 3(b). For this

small p case with relatively large Te ¼ 15 eV and

ne ¼ 3� 1019 m�3, the ionization time to higher charge

states possibly becomes smaller than the first gyro pe-

riod. The effect of Coulomb collisions on the prompt

redeposition is relatively small, because the momentum

and energy relaxation time are larger compared with the

first gyro period. As was described in Section 2, we have

employed the IMC method [14] for the atomic process.

The IMC method is free from the condition Dt  si=r,
where Dt is the numerical time step and si=r is the char-
acteristic time of the ionization/recombination. Thus, in

the present numerical simulations, Dt has been deter-
mined so as to satisfy the condition Dt  smin (Dt ¼
0:01smin) at each time step, where smin has been chosen
from the least value between the Larmor period and the

slowing down time by Coulomb collision with back-

ground ions. Once the time step is changed, then tran-

sition probabilities Pk0!kðDtÞ are recalculated.
In a detached plasma, the plasma temperature in

front of the target plate becomes low, typically less than

5 eV. As a result, the ionization front moves upstream

away from the target plate. The peak of the electron

density also tends to be at a position removed from the

plate. In this case, the parameter p becomes larger and
the effect of prompt redeposition is reduced.

To study systematically the heavy metal impurity

behavior in such detached plasmas, simple model cal-

culations have just started. The slab geometry shown in

Fig. 1 was used. The z-direction corresponds to a to-
roidal direction, the y-direction to a poloidal direction,
and the x-direction to a radial direction. The boundaries
in the y-direction (y ¼ 0 m and y ¼ 0:1 m) correspond to
the target plate and the divertor entrance, respectively.

By assuming toroidal symmetry (o=oz ¼ 0), the impurity

density profiles in the poloidal cross-section were cal-

culated. The assumed background plasma profiles in the

y-direction for neðyÞ, TeðyÞ and V f
k ðyÞ are shown in Fig. 4,

while they were set to be uniform in the x-direction. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. All the effects described in

Section 2.2, except for the electric field in the pre-sheath
Fig. 2. Prompt redeposition rate r and its dependence on the
parameter p (¼ Lion=qL).

Fig. 1. Simple model geometry and coordinate system used in

the analysis. The magnetic field lines are also shown. The Bz and

By components correspond to the toroidal field and the poloidal

field components, respectively.
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and the sheath region, were taken into account for the

impurity ion transport. The initial energy E0 of sputtered
particles is randomly chosen by a Monte Carlo method

from the following energy distribution function,

SðE0Þ ¼ S0ðE0=U 2
0 Þ expð�E0=U0Þ with S0 being the nor-

malization factor and U0 ¼ 8:66 eV as in Ref. [2]. The

angular distribution was assumed to be a cosine distri-

bution. Only the source at the plate was considered.

Their source strength was assumed to be uniform along

the plate. The other boundaries (x ¼ �0:1 m, and

y ¼ 0:1 m) were taken as complete absorption bound-
aries. In Fig. 5, the parameter p at the target plate be-
comes very large p ¼ 123, since Te (¼ 3 eV) and ne
(¼ 1:2� 1019 m�3) are low at the target plate as shown

in Fig. 4. Thus, the prompt redeposition rate becomes

very small (r ¼ 1:9� 10�2) in this simulation, as was
expected. However, Fig. 5 shows a favorable result for a

choice of tungsten divertor in ITER, i.e., most of the

tungsten particles sputtered from the target plate are

retained in the divertor region (y < 0:09 m). To make
more quantitative discussion and/or comparison with

experiments, our code requires further development,

e.g., inclusion of self-sputtering, the electric field and the

kinetic thermal force. These initial results show the code

has potential as a useful tool, not only for analysis of the

prompt redeposition very close to the wall, but also for

more large scale impurity transport even including the

core region.

4. Future plan

The following items will be refined for further im-

provement of the code: (1) a relatively simple model has

been used for both the generation process and the source

profile of the impurity, especially, inclusion of the self-

sputtering process is important, (2) the effect of electric

Fig. 3. Comparison of the trajectories (a) without multi-step ionization and (b) with the multi-step ionization. These trajectories are

obtained for the point �A� and �B� in Fig. 2 with the same value of p (p ¼ 0:84). The trajectories are projected to the (x; y) plane.

Fig. 5. Normalized density profiles for each charge state of

tungsten. The 2D profiles are first averaged over in the x-
direction and the resultant x-averaged densities �nnzðyÞ are nor-
malized to the maximum of the total impurity density

½Rz�nnzðyÞ�max. The profile of the normalized total impurity density
Rz�nnzðyÞ=½Rz�nnzðyÞ�max is also shown by a dotted line with R.

Fig. 4. Background plasma profiles of the electron density ne,
the electron temperature Te and the parallel flow velocity V f

k
toward the plate. The ion density and temperature are assumed

to be the same as those for electrons (ni ¼ ne, Ti ¼ Te). The flow
velocity V f

k is normalized by the ion sound speed Cs.
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field in the pre-sheath and the sheath region must be

taken into account, (3) the modeling for the kinetic

thermal force will be incorporated, (4) including the

anomalous cross-field diffusion process, (5) taking into

account a more realistic tokamak geometry which in-

cludes SOL and core plasma regions, and (6) compari-

son with experiments will be needed for more

quantitative and detailed code validation.
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